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Abstract— The automation of driverless vehicles is a great

interest of researchers and so much has been achieved in
this field, of this paper presents concepts, challenges and
ideas to deal with the challenges in future state. This paper
will helps to understand detailed concepts implementing
on autonomous vehicles and challenges that come nearly to
every vehicles being designed in present scenarios and
also the futuristic approach that could be followed to deal
with the challenges. We see a drastic change in the
automation of vehicles from 1920s till today. A lot of
improvements come day by day to vehicles. The radio
controlled car was designed in earlier 1920s, powered by
embedded circuits on road. Later in 1960s we had similar
electronic guide systems. Later in 1980s we had electronic
guide system powered by GPS systems which we still use
in today’s 21th century. Various vehicles with
revolutionary technology such as adaptive cruise control,
auto braking system, and Auto-parking systems with semiautonomous approach. It is predicted that most companies
will launch fully automatically vehicles by the induction of
upcoming decade. The future of autonomous vehicles is
modern era of safe and comfortable transportation.
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that they can detect, can also interpret sensory
information for identification of appropriate
navigation paths while obeying transportation rules.
Up to now there are no cars with fully autonomous
systems made but significantly each new day some
developments are made in the era of Autonomous
vehicles. Considerable advancements are being
made day to day that the cars being developed
today can reactions to few unanticipated situations
where someone a backlog can happen in the
transport systems. There is the main technical line
which have successful developments in the
autonomous vehicles industry, combining various
disciplines of CS, mechanical engineering,
Electronics engineering, Electrical engineering, and
control engineering, etc. is the most considerable.
In earlier 1920s, powered by embedded circuits on
road. Later in 1960s we had similar electronic guide
systems. Later in 1980s we had electronic guide
system powered by GPS systems which we still use
in today’s 21th century.

1. INTRODUCTION
The users in all over the world are interested
and excited for the induction of driverless vehicles
for common people. What are the autonomous
vehicles? Well they can control without any human
activities and does not even require the human
stickle to be operated. Campbell et al. said that
modern self-driving vehicles can also sense their
local environment, can define the different objects
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existing,[2] As soon as the driverless technology
becomes cheaper, the industry will get a boom hike
and increasingly will become a reality. The
autonomous technology is expected to reach a
worth of 11 trillion by 2025
So what is the working method of the driverless
cars?
There are several systems are included in the
driverless cars that work in conjunction with each
other to operate a driverless cars.
I.

Radar sensors scattered around the car and
monitor the real position of nearby vehicles.
Fig 2 shows the graphical representation of
working of the radar sensors in Autonomous
vehicles.

Fig 1Development in past and recent years

2. How do Autonomous cars functions?
Audi Driverless cars used to be limited to the area
of Sci-Fi movies or comics, but in present time they
are coming to a road near you, likes of brands of
Tesla, Mercedes-Benz, BMW, Google these all the
companies with systems ready to unfurl. Tesla,
Mercedes-Benz, BMW, Google and Audi are the
major players of artificial intelligent driving
systems. Many vehicles have the adaptive cruise
control, auto braking systems, anti-colliding
systems, auto parking systems etc. are already been
deployed in the real world and significantly we are
moving an era with complete driverless experience
with minimal or no human interventions.[4]
From avoid to accidents to increase emissions
compliance and easing congestion, the um-manned
driving revolution has begun and various trails
carrying out in different parts of world.
We can say that this is just the start of the
technology no matter how long it had been

Fig 2 Use of Radar Sensor
II.

Video cameras help to us to find out the
traffic signals lights and understand the road
signs and keep track nearby vehicles, while
also looking out for pedestrians and other
obstacles. Fig 3 depicts working of video
cameras embedded by detecting traffic and
objects.
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vehicles by detecting the objects in front and
back of vehicle.

Fig 3 Use of cameras

III.

Lidar sensors helpful for us to find out the
brim of roads and identify lane markings by
bouncing pulses of light off the car’s
surroundings. Fig 4 shows working of Lidar
sensors by detecting traffic and objects in
way of autonomous vehicles.[6]

Fig 6 Ultrasonic sensors in car

V.

Finally, a central computer visitation all of
the data from the various type of sensors to
frame up the steering, acceleration and
braking. Calculate their paths 10 times per
second. Fig 5 shows the graphical
presentation of centralized computer unit
that :
• predict multiple paths at once.
• anticipate the movement of front vehicle.

Fig 4 Traffic detection with senors

IV.

Ultrasonic sensors is useful to explore in the
wheels the position of curbs and other
vehicles at the time of parking. Fig 6 depicts
working of ultrasonic sensors embedded in
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information.[2] A Self-driving vehicle is able to
assist the driver with a full range of driving
related tasks and information. Full automation is
an ultimate level in Self-driving vehicles
because at this level the vehicle is equipped
with technologies that will be helpful to respond
under all roadways and environmental
conditions. At this level Self-driving vehicles do
not requires the input by a human driver.
There are many types of progress which are been
furnished in driverless cars.
Fig 5 Centralized computer unit display

objecm

3.

Contemporary Progress

All the automobile companies which are
coming in the category of the modern are
coming up with some of the latest and better
features in their new model. Progress in
technology is seen every day in the areas of
computer
science
information
system,
communication, data analysis and storage etc.
are not only specific to these areas. There is
rapid growth in the range of non-driving cars
these days, such as most vehicles having auto
parking technology requires drivers to operate
the accelerator & the brakes and everything else
which haves required activities for parking.[7]
This implies driver has complete control of the
car at all the time. However, recent time
advancements in this technology came from
self-driving cars. They enabled the drivers to
control parking assist technology from outside
of the vehicle. There are varying labels of
automation which being required for vehicles
that drives on the public roads. Using of various
sensors
&
technologies
to
collect

I.

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) It is a
driver`s conservation technology that sets
and holds a maximum speed for vehicles
unless or until brakes or any other
controlling component of vehicle is not used
and also slows the speed of the vehicle
implicitly when other vehicles are sensed in
front of that particular vehicle.[5] This
technology is also known as autonomous
cruise control. Fig 7 depicts working of
Adaptive Cruise control in a vehicle by
setting a speed of vehicle and holds until
brakes or accelerator is applied.

Fig 7 Use of adaptive cruise control
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II.

Collision avoidance system (Auto breaking
system)the automatic breaking system
works to decrease the chance of crash, as
well as reduce the severity of a collision
when it occurs. Fig 8 depicts working of
collision avoidance system by predicting if
there can be a collision of vehicle and
creating warning and telling to the driver.

for lane change, follow a car is viable
method. While driving continues , control
system will maintain the original state and
wait for the opportunity to change lane. If
there is enough lane change space on the
target lane and the distance to the front car
then the autonomous vehicle will be able to
change the lane. Fig 9 depicts working of
lane changing system of vehicle.

Fig 8 Collision avoidance system

III.

IV.

High-precision GPS Navigation confer the
accuracy, availability, that is useful to be
self-driving. A fully autonomous vehicle
necessity pointed localization rectification
paired with the confidence that the
localization solution is correct.

Lane changing system is designed reform
traffic efficiency and safety. The
autonomous vehicle require the three kinds
of situation: stop, follow and lane change
for lane changing. Stop is implemented by
breaking system and it is very safe and
effective method when there is a mandatory
lane change for unmanned vehicles.[4]
When autonomous vehicles are under
discretionary lane change situation, but the
reality cannot meet the necessary conditions

Fig 9 Lane changing system

V.

Over-The-Air Updates present time
vehicles connected to 100 or more
computing systems and millions lines of
codes and algorithms. Keeping the digital
and software network up-to-date and also
installing new features. It is very essential to
keep the vehicle`s software up-to-date at all
times and also to provide convenient
solutions to install updates and also the new
features. Continental is the helping vehicle
manufacturers round the globe to solve the
challenge by developing an over-the-air
update solutions which is
capable of
updating the entire system from power train
to infotainment system. Fig 10 shows the
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graphical representation of Over the air
updates of vehicles.

VI.

4. Predictions
Almost 1.25 million people die every year worldwide due to several reasons such as drink & drive,
texting, lack of control and due to bad road
circumstance.

“Human beings do not make good choices behind
the wheel,” said Deborah Hersman, president and
chief executive officer of the National Safety
Council. “We’re hoping that machines will be
better than us.”[3]
There can be basically two strategies work in
autonomous vehicles. One is the “chauffeur”
Fig 10 Over the air updates for vehicle
approach in which the system drives itself
completely without any human interventions and
Active suspension system-The suspension
keeping the human completely out of the loop and
system is an important aspect of the other approach is that the system is controlled
autonomous vehicles because it influences by human and needs minimal intervention on wheel
both comfort and safety. Most of today’s and at the same time the driver should concentrate
active suspension are reacting to current on Roads.
vehicle state-road preview system will As road safety is the main key point of selling of
what’s a head and so can actively prepare. the autonomous vehicles, it is predicted that the no.
of accidents will decrease but the question is that,
This is made possible by cameras or LiDAR
will the new technology be adapted by the humans.
systems that scan ahead.[7] As more and There are plenty of features that will attract the
more cars equipped with driver assistance public and make them interested to opt one.
system like emergency break support or lane Some of the most focused predictions made are
I.
Reduced pressure, modified productivity
assist the necessary sensors are often
and Mobility – Autonomous vehicles will
already abroad. Fig 11 depicts working of
be able to reduce stress and tedium. They
typical active suspension in an Autonomous
can be a lot of things such as mobile
vehicle.
bedrooms, playrooms etc. that will be
productive for passengers while travelling to
their destinations. They will offer many
inside features as standard such as sofa
massage seats, heated seats etc.[6] Fig 12
depicts the reduced pressure and high
productivity of driver and passengers travelling in
an autonomous vehicle.

Fig 11 Active smart suspension in car
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5. Challenges

II.

Artificial intelligence in vehicles are becoming
rapidly sophisticated and technically accessible, and
in some of the cased they are ready to be installed
in the commercial vehicles and personal vehicles.
Several car-makers had announced that they would
start the production of the autonomous vehicles by
2017 and already started their development rapidly;
it also seems realistic as many brands have
launched their cars with artificial intelligence
Fig 12 Ease of movement for driver in vehicle
features such as Tesla, VW, Volvo etc. Self-Driving
cars will also make the appearance of developed
Traffic Safety – It is claimed that due to
countries in the near future we can have an
human error 90% of accidents are estimation that nearly of 2030 a bug number of
contributed. Autonomous vehicles will autonomous vehicles will travel on the roads.
reduce the crash risks and lead to a safer According to today`s Research & Development, it
way to travel. The vehicles will follow is still not clear that how these technologies will be
many schemes like Auto braking system, able to handle the unexpected and extreme
lane keeping system, adaptive cruise control events.[2]
There is a big concern over the development of
system etc. that will also work on the data
different technologies that will result very different
sharing principals in which the vehicles will situations and outcomes.
be able to communicate with each in a range We have identified some of the key challenges that
with means of communication channels thus will affect the growth of autonomous vehicles –
I. Need more security on the software
marking a safer road to travel to destination.
system -Autonomous vehicles are depend
. Fig 13 shows and gives a graphical
on the software system which is help to
representation of preplanning of route and
operate vehicle itself according to situation
collision avoidance system of an
if Once the hackers get into your internetautonomous vehicle.
connected vehicle, they could disable the
safety components and even steal the
vehicle in seconds.
.
II. Radar Interference - Autonomous vehicles
uses the lasers and radars for navigation.
Lasers are connected on roof of car while
sensors are knitted on the body of the
vehicle`s 360 degree. The concept and idea
of radar works by detecting the reflections
of radio waves hitting and coming back
from the surrounding objects. When on the
Fig 2.4 Route pre-planning
road, The vehicle unceasing scoops radio
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systems will get cheaper but until then there
will be more money needed in the
production/developing/buying
of
the
automated car. Maybe the basic car with the
artificial intelligence and auto-pilot will start
from 35 Lac. That can be electric and
autonomous as well.

waves, which reflected from the nearby
cars. The time taken for reflection is
measured to calculate the distance between
the car and the object.
III.

IV.

Testing and Validation –Autonomous
vehicle testing is not enough to ensure
6. Conclusions
safety as it works completely on software.
Its been known that its not feasible to test
Most recent announcements are that the
the systems deeply enough to ensure the
manufactures brand will soon start developing and
ultra-dependable systems operations.[4]
sell self-driving cars, will raise hopes that the selfFor example let’s consider fleet of 10 driving vehicles will rapidly solve many
million vehicles operated by single transportation problems. People predicts that by
company In one hour. So there will be 2032, these kind of vehicles will be sufficiently
always a possibility to compromise systems. very convenient and be affordable and to displace
That can also be compared to aircrafts
most of the human-driven vehicles, providing many
permissible systems.
savings & the benefits to the users and the society
overall. However, there are many excellent reasons
Need more money- In this world of to be skeptical.
autonomous cars who will design and
manufacture the traditional automobiles? Most of the hopeful bodment are made by people
Who will work for consumer experiences? with financial interests in the industry, On the basis
Will the brands who will deal in of experimentation with other harmful technologies
such as personal computers, digital cameras and
automotive brands still mater in the
smart phones. Vehicles are required to typically last
market? Remember Nokia got out the an order of magnitude longer, cost two orders of
market when they failed to adapt the volume more, inflict greater external costs, and rely
market trends.
more on public infrastructure than computers,
cameras and telephones. As a result, vehicle
These questions, as from the various technologies get to take longer and annex more
participants and players on the automotive precept than most other modernity.[3]
ecosystems grapple the impact of these
potentially disruptive new technologies.
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